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Artist Statement 
 
I weave large sculptures and installations with twine.  I invite the viewer’s associations of 
this humble, everyday material with domestic objects and the process of weaving as an 
activity by someone anonymous (house-wife-mother-machine-sweatshop laborer).  In my 
work, I aim to subvert these preconceptions and instead celebrate both weaving and the 
labor of women, by creating objects that evoke the tension between the two- between 
high art and women’s craft, between the everyday and the heroic.   
 
Weaving allows me to connect and explore within the medium’s layered cultural heritage 
while also allowing me to indulge in the geometric abstract language that I love.    
 
This practice is all about working with line, within a grid system. Thousands of yards of 
string are meticulously measured, counted, organized, wound onto the loom, threaded 
through heddles and reeds, tied to front and back beams, until they are taught, ordered 
and ready to be woven into.  When weaving, I get lost in the formal possibilities of the 
grid.  Hours seem to go by in minutes as I make my own music lifting shafts and threads, 
throwing shuttles and beating lines upon lines of weave into itself.  It is a process and 
practice that is constantly aligning my eyes, hands and brain. 
 
After my pieces have been woven and are off the loom, the second act occurs.  The 
pieces are aggressively manipulated.  Stray ends are tightly corded or made into rope.  
The weavings themselves are bound, bolted, and stretched onto and across frames, walls, 
ceilings, and floors.  Fuzzy and delicate threads exist as tense and crisp geometric lines in 
space.  Both process and bodily symbolism are present within the final abstract pieces.   
 
By weaving I evoke the prevailing cultural notions of women and weaving: feminine, 
private, vulnerable, selfless, humble, artisan, craft, traditional, martyr, dependent, 
gracious, domestic and bodily.  Through context, in material choices, scale, and 
presentation, my work simultaneously asserts that associations with women and weaving 
also contain traditionally masculine attributes: aggressive, public, confident, selfish, 
strong, artist, minimalist, contemporary, leader, independent and tough.   
 
Dualities and contradictions persist, creating tension-filled installations that are both 
complex and beautiful. 
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